Supplemental Information II.
Additional analysis of Experiment 2: adding an interaction variable between the information treatment and partisan identity reveals that both Democrats and Republicans upward adjust their perceptions of fair income inequalities after receiving the information treatment. The point estimate of the interaction effect with Republican identity is positive and suggests that Republicans may react twice as strongly as Democrats to the information treatment; this is consistent with the fact that conservatives generally tend to score higher on the system justification motivation.
However, the small number of Republicans (80/407) in this sample prevents any firm conclusions about this possible heterogeneity of the treatment effect between partisan subgroups. Table S1 . Results of survey experiment with American sample: interaction with partisan identity. The information treatment presents participants with information on actual income inequality in the United States, informing the participant that inequality is higher than they previously thought. Inequality preference is measured as log(highest suggested income/lowest suggested income). Coefficients that are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level are shown in bold.
Supplemental Information III.

Treatment [control] paragraph used in Experiment 4 to experimentally increase the motivation to believe the world is just. Source: Kay et al. (2009).
"Since the 1950's, a group at Harvard University, in Cambridge, has been using current political and international trends to predict patterns of population 
